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Abstract

In this paper, we provide a detailed description of the phonetic inventory of Mod-
ern Hebrew. We systematically review the phonetic contrasts that distinguish among
consonants and vowels, and highlight cases of inter-speaker variation. The contrasts
are illustrated with data from an ultrasound tongue imaging study of a native speaker
of Modern Hebrew. We provide tongue shape comparisons based on the ultrasound
recordings, as well as present acoustic data in form of spectrograms and amplitudes.
We also occasionally provide quantitative data from previous studies.
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1 Introduction

The goal of this paper is to provide an overview of the phonetic realization of
consonants and vowels inModern Hebrew (henceforth: Hebrew), as spoken in
present-day Israel.1 We illustrate contrasts with acoustic and articulatory data

1 This paper focuses on the phonetic realization of Hebrew segments. Segmental phonol-
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from ultrasound tongue imaging of productions by a native Hebrew speaker.
We also provide quantitative data from previous experimental studies, when
such data are available.

Researchers often distinguish between two varieties of ModernHebrewpro-
nunciation, which we refer to as the Common Israeli pronunciation and the
Mizrahi Israeli pronunciation.2 The varietiesmost notably differ in their conso-
nantal inventories: the phonetic inventory of Mizrahi Israeli includes pharyn-
geals, ħ and ʕ, while that of Common Israeli does not. In addition, some speak-
ers of theMizrahi Israeli variety realize the rhotic as an alveolar flap, and not as
the more common uvular approximant. For descriptions of the Mizrahi Israeli
pronunciation, as well as inter- and intra-speaker variation in its properties,
we refer the reader to Blanc (1968), Devens (1978), Schwarzwald (1981), Laufer
& Baer (1988), and Gafter (2014, this volume). The descriptions in the present
paper are based on productions by speakers of the Common Israeli variety.

We start by describing the process of data collection (§2) for the acoustic
and articulatory illustrations given in this paper. In §3 and §4 we describe the
phonetic contrasts among consonants andamongvowels, respectively.Wecon-
clude in §5.

2 Data

In the following two sections, we provide illustrationswith acoustic and articu-
latory data from ultrasound tongue imaging (UTI) recordings of a single native
speaker of Hebrew (with non-native L2 English).3 The informant is a 27-year-

ogy is discussed in detail in several other papers in this volume, including voicing assim-
ilation (Mizrachi this volume), stop-fricative alternation (Albert this volume), consonant
co-occurrence restrictions (Yeverechyahu this volume), guttural morphophonology (Faust
this volume-a), vowel alternations (Faust this volume-b), and loanword phonology (Cohen
this volume). An in-depth investigation of the Hebrew rhotic is offered by Cohen et al.
(this volume). An overview of Hebrew segmental phonology is available in Bolozky (1978,
1997).

2 The two varieties have been given numerous names in the literature, many of which refer
to dialect prevalence or ethnic association. The Common Israeli pronunciation corresponds
to Blanc’s (1968) General Israeli Hebrew, Yaeger-Dror’s (1988) Koine and Laufer’s (1990) Non-
Oriental Hebrew. The Mizrahi Israeli pronunciation is sometimes referred to as Oriental
Hebrew (e.g. Laufer 1990). To our knowledge, no study has reliably quantified the relative
number of speakers that identify themselves with each of the pronunciation varieties, and
in particular, the relative number of speakers producing ħ and ʕ.

3 We thank James Scobbie and the Clinical Audiology, Speech and Language Research Centre
(CASL) at QueenMargaret University in Edinburgh for their help with collecting these data.
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figure 1 Tongue shapes in l, ʁ̞

old female with no training in linguistics or speech sciences at the time of the
elicitation.

The informant’s task was to produce words in isolation, presented ortho-
graphically in Hebrew, including vowel signs (transcriptions are provided in
Appendix I). All words were disyllabic with final stress, with or without an
initial onset and with or without a final coda, i.e. (C1)V1C2V́2(C3). Each of the
(non-glottal) 21 Hebrew consonants was produced in C2, i.e. intervocalically at
the onset of a stressed syllable. In order to eliminate effects of coarticulation
when comparing consonants, both vowels (V1 and V2) were ɑ, and any conso-
nants inC1 or C3were either glottal or labial, exceptwhere the target consonant
was labial, in which case they were non-labial. We used real Hebrew words if
possible, and nonce words otherwise. In order to disambiguate among homo-
graphs, and in particular to facilitate the detection of stress, the words were
written in the context of 2–6-word phrases, which were not produced. Only
the target word was produced.

Imaging datawere captured inmid-sagittal viewusing theEchoBultrasound
system with a 20mm 2–4 MHz probe, and with a frame rate of 60.3 frames per
second. The probe was mounted on an Ultrasound Stabilization Headset (by
Articulate Instruments). Field of viewwas set to 104 degrees, and depthwas set
to 75mm. The auditory data were simultaneously recorded. The software used
for data collection was Articulate Assistant Advanced (AAA).

Tongue shape plots, such as Figure 1, show the shape of the tongue surface
at the point of maximal constriction. Arrows are used to indicate active articu-
lators: arrow (1) shows the tongue blade in l (tongue tip is normally not clearly
visible inUTI), and arrow (2) indicates the tongueback in ʁ̞. The plotswere pre-
pared by rotating the raw frames by 15°, manually marking the upper surface
of the tongue at the top border of the white line in each image, and superim-
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figure 2 UTI frames of l, ʁ̞ at maximal constriction. The white arrows indicate active artic-
ulators: the tongue blade in the frame on the left; the tongue back in the frame on
the right.

figure 3 Amplitude and spectrogram of l.
Spectrogram range: 0–5,000 Hz

posing the tongue shapes onto one another. The plots are faithful to the relative
position of the tongue surface in different segments, since all productionswere
collected in one session, with the same speaker, and with probe stabilization
(see above). The raw frames corresponding to the consonants in Figure 1 are
provided in Figure 2. All other raw frames used for plotting tongue shapes in
this paper are provided in Appendix II.

Auditory recordings were analyzed with Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2016).
Spectrograms of segments include the entire word in which they were pro-
nounced, and the segment of interest is marked with a thick frame. For exam-
ple, Figure 3 shows the consonant l in its recorded context ɑlá ‘he ascended’.
We indicate the frequency range of the spectrograms below each figure.
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table 1 Consonant inventory

Labial Coronal Dorsal Glottal

Bilabial Labio- Alveolar/ Post- Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal
dental dental alveolar

plosives p b t d k ɡ ʔ2
affricates t͡s t͡ʃ 1 d͡ʒ1
fricatives f v s z ʃ ʒ1 χ h2
nasals m n
lateral approximants l
central approximants j w1,3 ʁ̞

1 loan consonant; 2 phonological status is controversial (see §3.1.4); 3 labio-velar

3 Consonants

The inventory of contrasting consonants inHebrew is given inTable 1. The table
includes loan consonants (marked 1) and glottals (2). Glottals are frequently
omitted, especially in rapid speech (see §3.1.4).

Pharyngeal consonants, not included in Table 1, do not form a part of the
inventory of the vast majority of native Hebrew speakers.4 However, some
speakers of the Mizrahi Israeli variety do preserve the distinction between χ
and ħ (kɑχ ‘so’ vs. kaħ ‘take!’) and between ʔ and ʕ (ʕoʁ̞ ‘skin’ vs. ʔoʁ̞ ‘light’)
from older stages of Hebrew. We refer the reader to Devens (1978) and Laufer
& Baer (1988) for phonetic investigations of Hebrew pharyngeals, and to Gafter
(2014, this volume) for a study of the sociolinguistic aspects of Hebrew pharyn-
geal production. The phonological status of the historical pharyngeals in the
underlying representations of speakers without surface pharyngeals is a mat-
ter of controversy; see Bolozky (1978), Matras & Schiff (2005), Faust (2005, this
volume-a), Laks et al. (2016), Bassel & Berrebi (2016), and Enguehard & Faust
(2018).

4 Similarly, we do not include in Table 1 the alveolar tap/trill (ɾ / r) realization of the Hebrew
rhotic (Blanc 1968, Devens 1978, Schwarzwald 1981), which is produced as ʁ̞ by most native
speakers. This alveolar variant exists among some older speakers, but is very uncommon
among younger speakers.
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Consonant duration is not contrastive in Hebrew, i.e. singleton consonants
do not contrast with geminates. Adjacent identical consonants across mor-
pheme boundaries are optionally repaired by epenthesis (e.g. sɑʁ̞ɑt+ti →
sɑʁ̞áteti ‘I scratched’) or deletion (bɑχɑn+nu → bɑχánu ‘we examined’).

This section is divided into three sub-sections, correspondingwith the three
broad dimensions on which the consonants are distinguished: we describe the
place of articulation of each of the consonants in §3.1, their manner of articu-
lation in §3.2, and the realization of the voicing contrast in §3.3.

3.1 Place of articulation
We define the place of articulation by the pairing of an active and a passive
articulator, where the active articulator is moved towards the passive articula-
tor to create a constriction. In this section, the consonants are grouped by their
active articulator: lips (labials), tongue tip, blade and body (coronals), tongue
back (dorsals), and glottis (glottals). The corresponding passive articulators are
then specified next to each consonant class. We occasionally refer to the man-
ner of articulation, which is described in detail in §3.2.

3.1.1 Labials
Hebrew has five labial consonants: p, b, f, v, w. The two plosives p and b are
bilabial—the lips serve both as the active and the passive articulators. The two
fricatives f and v are labio-dental—the active articulator, the lower lip, creates
a constriction with the passive articulator, the upper teeth. The approximant
w is labio-velar: it is produced by creating a bilabial and a velar constriction
simultaneously.

3.1.2 Coronals
Alveolar consonants are produced with the tongue tip or blade creating a con-
striction at the alveolar ridge. There are six alveolars in Hebrew: t d s z n l. These
consonants are optionally produced as dentals, with the tongue blade reaching
the back of the upper teeth. A palatograph study by Devens (1983) also found
that some speakers produce inter-dental variants of these consonants, with the
tongue tip or blade creating a constriction below the upper teeth. These vari-
ants are usually restricted to consonants preceding or following i, e or a, and
are blocked when adjacent to u or o.

Hebrew has four post-alveolar consonants, produced with the tongue blade
creating a constriction in the post-alveolar region of the hard palate. Among
them, only ʃ is a native consonant (e.g. ʃakét ‘quiet’), while the other three, ʒ, t͡ʃ ,
and d͡ʒ, appear only in loanwords (e.g. ʒakét ‘jacket’, t͡ʃips ‘chips’, d͡ʒins ‘jeans’).5

5 ʒ also appears allophonically when ʃ undergoes voicing; see §3.3.
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figure 4 Tongue shape in anterior and non-anterior sibilants s, ʃ . Tongue sur-
face is rotated 15° from raw frames (see Appendix II).

All four post-alveolar consonants are typically produced with lip rounding,
thus increasing the perceptual distance between alveolars and post-alveolars
(Boersma 1998).

Figure 4 shows the tongue surface shapes of s and ʃ produced by our infor-
mant (see method in §2) during maximal constriction with the tongue blade
(the tongue tip is not clearly visible in ultrasound recordings). The raised
tongue body of ʃ (1) compared to s shows that it is produced by our informant
as laminal and post-alveolar, excluding other non-anterior places of articula-
tion, such as retroflex.

The tongue body is the primary active articulator only in the palatal central
approximant j.

3.1.3 Dorsals
There are five consonants produced with the tongue back: k ɡ χ ʁ̞ w. Previous
descriptions of the dorsal consonants are fairly consistent in describing the two
plosives k and ɡ as velar, and the approximants ʁ̞ and w as uvular and labio-
velar, respectively. However, the voiceless fricative is sometimes reported to be
a velar x (Chayen 1972, Cohen2009), and sometimes auvular χ (e.g. Laufer 1990,
2008, Bolozky 1997). Kreitman & Bolozky (2007) conducted a single-speaker
ultrasound tongue imaging study to test the hypothesis that χ and ʁ̞ have the
same place of articulation. They showed that, indeed, χ and ʁ̞ have the same
place of articulation, uvular, and they are both produced further back than k.
Figure 5 shows that the production of χ by our speaker follows the same pat-
tern. Both χ and ʁ̞ are further back than k and ɡ.
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figure 5 Tongue shapes in velar and uvular consonants k, ɡ, χ, ʁ̞. Tongue sur-
face is rotated 15° from raw frames (see Appendix II).

3.1.4 Glottals
The two glottal consonants ʔ and h are produced by creating a constriction in
the glottis. The status of ʔ and h as contrastive categories in Hebrew is con-
troversial. The glottal stop ʔ alternates with ø (no consonant), and, in fact, its
occurrences can be analyzed as cases of epenthesis as a repair of onsetless syl-
lables (e.g. teená ~ teʔená ‘fig’, beéʁ̞ ~ beʔéʁ̞ ‘a well’).6 For most speakers, its
realization is never obligatory, neither in careful nor in rapid speech.

Unlike ʔ, the glottal fricativeh ismore likely tobeproduced in careful speech,
though some speakers optionally omit it. In rapid speech, h is typically deleted,
or can optionally be realized as ʔ (Bolozky 1978). According to Matras & Schiff
(2005), in cases of two occurrences of h in adjacent syllables, one of them is
likely to be retained. See Laufer (1991) for data from fiberscope recordings of
glottal fricatives.

3.2 Manner of articulation
Hebrew consonants differ with respect to the degrees of closure (stops, frica-
tives, approximants), the laterality of constrictions (central vs. lateral),7 nasal-
ity (oral vs. nasal),8 and the articulatory activity during offset (plosives vs.
affricates).

6 This is also true for instances of ʔ that correspond to a historical pharyngeal ʕ. Arguably, the
historical consonants have undergone a phonological merger in Modern Hebrew. Regard-
less of their phonological status, both historical ʔ and ʕ surface variably as ʔ ~ ø in Modern
Hebrew.

7 Consonants are central unless stated otherwise. Only the consonant l is lateral.
8 Consonants are oral unless stated otherwise. Only the consonantsm and n are nasal.
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figure 6 Amplitude and spectrogram of t.
Spectrogram range:
0–5,000 Hz

In this section, the consonants are divided into three groups according to
their degrees of closure. Stop consonants are characterized by the complete
lack of airflow through the oral tract at some point in their articulation. Frica-
tive consonants are characterized by continuous airflow through the oral tract
throughout their articulation with varying degrees of frication and turbulent
airflow,whereas approximant consonants are characterized by continuous air-
flow through the oral tract with no significant frication or turbulence.

3.2.1 Stops
There are three types of stop consonants in Hebrew, differing in release types
and nasality: plosives, affricates and nasals.

Hebrew has seven plosives: p b t d k g Ɂ. The glottal stop Ɂ has questionable
phonemic status and will not be discussed in this section (see §3.1.4 above and
Faust this volume-a on gutturals). The remaining six plosives are all stop con-
sonants with no airflow through the nasal passage and a rapid offset with very
brief frication. They differ in places of articulation (bilabial p b, alveolar t d,
velar k g), with each place having a voiced-voiceless contrast.

Figure 6 is an acoustic representation of the voiceless plosive t, displaying
the typical properties of voiceless plosives in Hebrew. Note the complete lack
of airflow during the closure (1), with a rapid offset (2) at the right edge of the
consonant’s waveform.

As opposed to plosives, affricates are stop consonants with a prolonged
period of frication during their offset. There are three affricates in Hebrew: t͡s
t͡ʃ d͡ʒ. Only t͡s appears in native Hebrew words, while t͡ʃ and d͡ʒ are restricted
to non-native words (e.g. t͡ʃip ‘chip’, d͡ʒip ‘jeep’, see also Cohen this volume
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figure 7 Amplitude and spectrogram of a plosive t and an affricate t͡s. Spectrogram range:
0–5,000 Hz

on loanwords). Although they have a plosive-like component and a fricative-
like component, Hebrew affricates behave as a single segment with respect to
phonological processes (Bolozky 1980).

Figure 7 compares the alveolar voiceless plosive t and the alveolar voiceless
affricate t͡s. (1) shows the relatively brief release of the plosive, compared to (2),
which demonstrates the prolonged fricated offset of the affricate, extending
over approximately half of the duration of the consonant’s constriction.

In addition, there are also twonasal consonants inHebrew:mn. As opposed
to plosives, nasals are stop consonants during which the velum is lowered,
allowing the airflow to pass through the nasal passage. Therefore, there is con-
tinuous airflow through the nasal passage throughout the duration of the oral
closure.

Figure 8 shows the alveolar voiced nasal stop n alongside the alveolar voiced
oral stop d. During the constriction in nasals, the continuous airflow is evident,
as there is no decline in the consonant’s intensity (1). During the plosive’s con-
striction, however, there is no airflow, and the vocalization of the vocal folds
drops gradually throughout the closure (2), resulting in a subsequent decline in
the consonant’s intensity (as the supra- and sub-glottal pressures reach equi-
librium and the pressure builds up behind the closure), and the plosion at the
end of the constriction upon release (3). Note, as there is continuous airflow
with the nasal, there is no pressure buildup and, subsequently, no plosion at
the nasal’s release (4).
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figure 8 Amplitude and spectrogram of a nasal stop n and a plosive d. Spectrogram range:
0–5,000 Hz

3.2.2 Fricatives
There are eight fricatives inModernHebrew: f v s z ʃ ʒ χ h.9 In theMizrahi Israeli
pronunciation of Hebrew, there are two additional fricatives: ħ ʕ (see our note
on Hebrew pharyngeals in the beginning of this section).10 The glottal fricative
h has questionable phonemic status—see §3.1.4 above. The post-alveolar ʒ is
the only non-native fricative, though it appears in nativewords as an allophone
of ʃ (§3.3).

Figure 9 compares two voiceless fricatives which differ in place of articula-
tion, f and χ. The fricatives differ in their spectral properties, centers of gravity
and intensities, reflecting their different places of articulations and degrees of
frication.Note how the intensity of f (1) is considerably lower than that of χ (2),
reflected in f ’s lower amplitude. Note too how the spectral energy of χ (3), the
dark areas in the spectrogram, is relatively concentrated as opposed to that of f
(4),which is quite diffuse, spreadmore evenly over the entire audible spectrum.

3.2.3 Approximants
There are four approximant consonants in Hebrew: l ʁ̞ j w. The labio-velar
approximant w almost only appears in loanwords (see Cohen this volume on
loanwords). The approximants differ in places of articulation (alveolar l, palatal
j, labio-velar w, uvular ʁ̞) and laterality (lateral l, central j w ʁ̞).

9 Laufer (1990, 2008) characterizes the uvular voiceless fricative χ as a fricated trill (also see
Gafter 2014), though this was not evident in the productions of our informant. In addition,
the uvular voiced approximant ʁ̞ is sometimes characterized as a fricative (see Cohen et
al. this volume).

10 Laufer (1996) claims that ʕ is an approximant.
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figure 9 Amplitude and spectrogram of fricatives f, χ. Spectrogram range: 0–5,000 Hz

figure 10 Amplitude and spectrogram of approximants l, ʁ̞. Spectrogram range: 0–5,000 Hz

Although the rhotic ʁ̞ is overwhelmingly an approximant, it may undergo
fortition, particularly in word-initial position, resulting in various non-approx-
imant allophones, such as fricatives, trills, flaps and even plosives (see Cohen
et al. this volume).

The lateral approximant l is characterized by a mid-sagittal occlusion of the
vocal tract with airflow around one or both sides of the occlusion. The other
approximants (and, in fact, all other consonants in Hebrew) are central.

Figure 10 compares the alveolar lateral approximant l and the uvular central
approximant ʁ̞. Note the different formant structure of the two consonants.
The lateral’s first and second formants are more distant from one another (1)
compared to the rhotic’s (2), which is expected primarily due to their different
places of articulation (the uvular rhotic vs. the alveolar lateral).

Figure 11 compares the palatal approximant j and the labio-velar approxi-
mant w. The distance between the first and second formants is much greater
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figure 11 Amplitude and spectrogram of approximants j, w. Spectrogram range: 0–5,000
Hz

for j (1) compared to w (2). This is comparable to the spectral difference of the
correlating vowels i (for j) and u (for w); see the vowel plot in §4.

3.3 Voicing
Hebrew has a two-way voicing contrast in obstruent consonants, including
plosives, fricatives and affricates. The voicing contrast is preserved, to some
extent, in all prosodic environments, including word-initial, intervocalic, and
word-final, and before and after a consonant, although voicing assimilation
can occur optionally (Marbé 1971, Bolozky 1977, 2006, Mizrachi 2016, this vol-
ume). Consonant voicing is expressed with vibration in the vocal folds during
the constriction. Voiced consonants have negative Voice Onset Timing (hence-
forth: VOT or Voice Onset; Lisken & Abramson 1964), i.e. the vibrations in the
vocal folds begin before the transition to the next consonant/vowel (and before
the release in plosives). In addition, voiced consonants are usually shorter than
their voiceless counterparts, and vowels are usually shorter before a voiced
consonant than before a voiceless consonant. Sonorants do not contrast in
voicing.

A contrast between the two alveolar plosives, t and d, is shown in Figure 12.
In voiced plosives, the vibration of the vocal folds persists throughout most or
all of the closure (1), such that VOT is negative. Voiceless plosives are slightly
aspirated (2), i.e.VOT is positive,where khas a largerVOT thanp and t. Inword-
final position, voicing often extends beyond the release of the plosives; this is
true even in absolute final position, at the end of an utterance (see below on
Laufer 1993, 1998). As for duration, both the closure and the release are longer
in voiceless plosives than in voiced plosives.Mizrachi (2016, this volume) found
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figure 12 Amplitude and spectrogram of voiceless and voiced plosives t, d. Spectrogram
range: 0–5,000 Hz

that in plosives in post-consonantal position, this duration contrast is pre-
served even in cases of (optional) progressive assimilatory devoicing, in which
the vibration of the vocal folds is absent, e.g. /ekdáχ/—[ektáχ] ‘gun’.

Voicing contrast also extends to some, but not all, fricatives and affricates.
There are two pairs of native Hebrew fricatives that contrast in voicing, f-v
(kɑf ‘spoon’ vs. kɑv ‘line’) and s-z (sɑʁ̞ ‘minister’ vs. zɑʁ̞ ‘stranger’). The voiced
counterpart of ʃ , i.e. ʒ, appears contrastively only in loanwords, such as ʒɑkét
‘jacket’, ʒuʁ̞nál ‘journal’, and bɑɡáʒ ‘car trunk’. In native words, it only surfaces
when ʃ undergoes voicing assimilation, e.g. χeʃbón ~ χeʒbón ‘arithmetic’. The
uvular fricative χ does not have a voiced counterpart. The uvular approximant
ʁ̞ is sometimes produced as a voiced fricative, especially word-initially (Cohen
et al. this volume), and thus is considered by some to be χ’s voiced counter-
part (e.g. Chayen 1972); however, unlike other obstruent pairs that minimally
contrast in voicing, χ and ʁ̞ can appear adjacent to one another in consonant
clusters, e.g. mɑχʁ̞ív ‘destroys’ (cf. illicit *mɑsziv, *mɑtdiv, *mafviv).11 The only
native affricate, t͡s, does not have a voiced counterpart. Hebrew does, however,
have a voicing contrast among its two post-alveolar counterparts t͡ʃ and d͡ʒ (t͡ʃip
‘chip’ vs. d͡ʒip ‘jeep’).

The voicing contrast among the alveolar fricatives s-z is shown in Figure 13.
Like voiced plosives, voiced fricatives are characterized by vibrations of the
vocal folds throughout the constriction, aswell as shorter duration overall com-
pared to their voiceless counterparts.

11 See Schwarzwald (2005), Bolozky (2006) and Asherov & Bat-El (this volume) on restric-
tions on consonant clusters.
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figure 13 Amplitude and spectrogram of voiceless and voiced fricatives s, z. Spectrogram
range: 0–10,000 Hz

Laufer (1993, 1998) conducted a series of acoustic studies of voicing in the six
Hebrew plosives (p-b, t-d, k-g).12We report here the results of one of his exper-
iments, in which ten native speakers of Hebrew produced 40 minimal pairs in
isolation; 25with aword-initial plosive and 15with aword-final plosive. Voicing
in initial plosives wasmeasured byVOT, i.e. the onset of voicingwith respect to
the release, while voicing in final plosiveswasmeasured by the offset of voicing
with respect to the release (henceforth: Voice offset). The results are presented
in Figure 14.

In initial plosives (on the left), all voiced plosives had negative VOT (M =
–8.7 ms, n = 120) and all voiceless plosives had VOT of 0 or greater (M = 3.8
ms, n = 120). The voice offset in final voiced plosives (on the right) was usually
after the closure (M = 1.6 ms, n = 78), and the offset of voicing in final voiceless
plosives was far earlier (M = –11.7, n = 80).

4 Vowels

Hebrew has five vowels, presented in Table 2. The vowels are distinguished by
three levels of height: high i,u, mid e,o, and low ɑ. Among non-low vowels, back
vowels u,o are rounded and front vowels i,e are unrounded. The low vowel ɑ is
usually described as central (e.g. Laufer 1990) or back (e.g. Cohen 2009), though
front variants have also been reported (Chayen 1972, 1973, Marbé 1971). Hebrew

12 Other acoustic studies of voicing in Hebrew include Devens (1978), Raphael et al. (1983),
and Raphael et al. (1995), among others.
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figure 14 Measurements of voicing in plosives. Boxes span over the 25%–75% inter-
quartile range (IQR). The line across each box indicates the median.Whiskers
show the highest and the lowest observations within the ranges of 1.5 times the
IQR above 75% and below 25%, respectively. Individual data points beyond this
range are marked with circles.
data from Laufer 1993, 1998

table 2 Vowel inventory

front central back

high i u
mid e o
low ɑ

does not have a phonemic contrast in duration, nasality or tenseness. All vow-
els are generally voiced, but theymay undergo devoicing in rapid speech when
surrounded by voiceless consonants (tɑpu̥χéj ɑdɑmá ‘potatoes’).

Hebrew diphthongs are always analyzable as a sequence of a vowel and a
glide (Marbé 1971), where a glide is defined as one of the approximants j or w.13
The sole native glide j can combinewith each of the five Hebrew vowels to cre-
ate falling diphthongs (e.g. ɡɑj ‘valley’, noj ‘beauty’), though ij only appears in
non-final unstressed environments (e.g. ijmú ‘they threatened’). Similarly, ris-
ing diphthongs are also possible (e.g. jɑd ‘hand’, jom ‘day’), but ji is simplified

13 As opposed to a complex syllable nucleus (Marbé 1971); also see Asherov & Bat-El (this
volume).
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figure 15 Tongue shape of the five vowels i, e, ɑ, o, u. Tongue surface is rotated
15° from raw frames (see Appendix II).

to i by many speakers ( jit͡súʁ̞ ~ it͡súʁ̞ ‘manufacturing’). Similarly to j, the non-
native labio-velar glide w appears in some falling diphthongs ( ʃow ‘show’, wɑw
‘wow’), and some rising diphthongs (wíski ‘whiskey’, wálɑ ‘you don’t say!’).14

Vowels do not contrast in duration. Consecutive identical vowels are
allowed, e.g. ʃeelá ‘question’ (cf. ʃelá ‘hers’), ʁ̞áɑm ‘thunder’ (cf. ʁ̞am ‘high’),
but they are always parsed into different syllables (Marbé 1971). Vowel dura-
tion is, however, the primary cue for word-level stress (Cohen et al. 2018, Bat-El
et al. this volume).15 Hebrew has lexical stress, and words can be distinguished
solely based on the position of stress, e.g. bókeʁ̞ ‘morning’ vs. bokéʁ̞ ‘cowboy’. In
fact, stress can appear on any syllable in loanwords, e.g. béjbisiteʁ̞ ‘babysitter’
(4th from the right edge). The stressed vowel is the longest among the sylla-
bles in words with final or penultimate stress; in words with antepenultimate
stress, the vowel in the final syllable is longer.With the exclusion of word-final
lengthening, vowel duration decreases with distance from the stressed vowel,
and there is no evidence for secondary stress. Unstressed vowels are generally
not centralized; however, they may undergo deletion or assimilation in rapid
speech (Bolozky 1977, this volume, Bolozky & Schwarzwald 1990).

Figure 15 shows the tongue shapes of the five vowels produced by our infor-
mant. While the interpretation of vowel backness in articulatory terms is not
straightforward (Ladefoged 1967, Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996, Ladefoged &
Disner 2012), we see that the position of the tongue body in i,e is further front

14 Older speakers adapt the non-native approximant w to the native fricative v, e.g. víski
‘whiskey’.

15 See Tene (1962) and Marbé (1971) for early descriptions of the correlation between vowel
duration and stress, and of word-final lengthening in Hebrew.
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than that in ɑ,o,u.We also see that i is further front than e, and u is further front
than o. As for vowel height, among front vowels, i is higher than e; among non-
front vowels, u is higher than o, which is in turn higher than ɑ.

Most et al. (2000) analyzed the vowel productions of 90 native speakers of
Hebrew: 60 adults and 30 nine-year-old children, balanced in gender (30 men,
30 women, 15 boys, 15 girls).16 Participants produced five nonce words of the
form CVC, where each of the five vowels occupied V in one of the words, and
the consonant p occupied both consonantal positions. Thewordswere embed-
ded in a carrier sentence in Hebrew hɑmoʁ̞ɑ kɑtvɑ ___ ɑl hɑluɑχ ‘The teacher
wrote ___ on the board’, where ___ was occupied by the nonce word. Each sen-
tence was produced five times, yielding 25 vowel tokens per speaker. Among
other acoustic properties, Most et al. measured the frequencies of the first and
second formants, extracting the values from themiddle of the steady state part
of the vowel. The first formant (F1) roughly correlates with vowel height, and
the difference between the second and the first formant (F2-F1) roughly cor-
relates with vowel backness (Ladefoged 1975). Based on their data, Figure 16
presents the mean values of F1 (ordinate) and F2-F1 (abscissa) of each of the
five Hebrew vowels in the two adult groups (men and women).

Mirroring the articulatory space in Figure 15, the vowels i,e (front vowels)
have larger F2-F1 values than u,o,ɑ (non-front vowels). Within front vowels, i
has larger F2-F1 value than e. Men and women seem to differ with respect to
the relative mean values of F2-F1 in the three non-front vowels. Most notably,
the mean F2-F1 of ɑ is considerably larger than that of u and o in women’s pro-
ductions, but not in men’s. We refer the reader to Most et al.’s (2000) paper for
an extensive discussion of differences among speakers by age and gender.

5 Conclusions

This paper provides an overview of the phonetic properties of ModernHebrew
segments. Consonants contrast in place of articulation, manner of articulation
and voicing. Consonants are producedby creating a constriction in one of eight
places of articulation (§3.1), such that consonants can be bilabial, labio-dental,
alveolar, post-alveolar, palatal, velar, uvular or glottal (and also both bilabial
and velar: w). Some speakers also have pharyngeal consonants in their inven-

16 Other acoustic studies of Hebrew vowels include Tene (1962), Enoch & Kaplan (1969),
Laufer (1972), Schwarzwald (1972), Marbé (1971), Devens (1978), Aronson et al. (1996), and
Maymon (2001).
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figure 16 Acoustic vowel space by gender
data from Most et al. 2000

tory. The manner of articulation (§3.2) is determined by the degree of closure,
the laterality of the constriction, the presence or absence of airflow through the
nasal passage, and the type of offset. Obstruents have a two-way voicing con-
trast (§3.3), and sonorants are always voiced. Vowels (§4) are distinguished by
three levels of height (high, mid, low) and by backness (front, back). Non-low
back vowels are rounded.
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Appendix I: stimuli

The following list includes transcriptions of the words used to elicit the pro-
duction of each consonant. The consonants were produced at the onset of a
stressed syllable in the environment ɑ_ɑ (see details in §2). The five vowels
were also recorded in isolation. Glottal consonants were not included. The IPA
transcription reflects the actual pronunciation of our informant. The target
consonant in each word in marked in bold.

sapá
ʁ̞abá
afá
avá
χamá
atá
adám
asá
at͡sá
azá
aná
alá
paʃá
aʒáf
bat͡ʃám
mad͡ʒáb
hajá
maká
magáf
maχá
awá
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Appendix II: raw ultrasound tongue images

This appendix includes the raw UTI frames used to create the tongue shape
plots in this paper. The figures are numbered according to the corresponding
tongue shape plot figures, with an addition of an apostrophe.

figure 4’ UTI of anterior and non-anterior sibilants. White arrow indicates the tongue
blade (tongue tip is not clearly observable)

figure 5’ UTI of velar and uvular consonants. White arrow indicates the tongue back
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figure 15’ UTI of the five vowels


